Enterprise Legal Management (ELM)

Manage Billing
for Law Firms
Software
Proforma Pre-bill Preparation
The Elevate ELM Manage Billing software for law firms sends alerts
and provides guidance to ensure accurate invoices are submitted.
Shorten revenue cycles to improve cash flow.
Modernise the bill review process with Manage Billing for Law Firms:
• Comply with outside counsel guidelines with invoice accuracy while
adhering to sensitive timelines

The Elevate ELM
Software that legal and
business professionals
actually use.

• Review, edit, and approve pre-bills all in one system
• Improve the billing process without replacing existing billing software
• Gain insights over the previous manual process
Invoice assignments appear in the dashboard

Flag indicates non-compliance
with OCG and billing rules
Actions available
for each invoice
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Filter for specific invoices by status,
or use the general search function

Editable pre-bill information
includes fee and disbursements

See total amount
affected where billing
rules are triggered

View adjustment guidance
for items flagged as outside
of billing rules

Edits appear on the pre-bill,
such as changes to the net
amount or comments added
to pre-bill instructions

You can add a reason to
justify non-compliance
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Case Study
Previous State:
A 200-lawyer firm utilises a manual bill review process, resulting in a lack of transparency, inconsistencies
across practice areas, and an extended turnaround time, creating significant bottlenecks and write-offs due
to ageing WIP.
With Manage Billing software from Elevate, the firm is now able to:
• Increase insights and organisation over the previous manual process
• Create a faster invoice-to-cash cycle and reduce aging AR
• Minimise revenue leakage with higher billing realisation
• Increase client satisfaction with timely, accurate invoices
• Decrease administrative work for lawyers leading to higher utilisation rates

Why select Manage Billing from Elevate?

Decrease the number of outstanding
receivables and write-offs

Reduce pre-bill review time so lawyers can
get back to the business of law

Flag potential objections that do not conform
to OCG

Share data across software modules, improve
collaboration, and eliminate data-entry
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